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This provocative addition to the best-selling Joshua series finds Joshua in post-9/11 America trying

to unite Muslims, Jews, and Christians. His Arabic appearance and lack of ID prompt anti-terrorist

agents to shadow him as he travels from D.C. to Beirut to Oslo in his quest to convince political and

religious leaders to form a lasting peace.
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Have not read it yet ... not sure of violence or sexual content but Joseph Girzone is a pastor so I

doubt that it would include this content..... if it is good as the others it will be a 4 or 5 star rating

The entire Joshua series is a good way to see the love and kindness of Jesus in todays world. This

book really hits home becuase of all the turmoil we see in the world today. It lets us know what

Jesus thinks and how we can be part of the answer to making it better. The author makes it so

caring and real we feel we are hearing the voice of GOD.I find it very inspiring to read and fell better

after having experienced this book. My view of the world changes and I see and feel much more

positive.You can watch the news and become depressed or read this book and be inspired. The

story has not changed for centuries and this puts it into perspective. You will be glad you took the

time to stop and read this book. It can affect the rest of your life.

It was a good book - but I didn't find it quite as engaging as the other "Joshua" books, in the series. I



love the idea for peace. Wish we could make that work in the real world. Definitely worth a read.

The book was informative, However, My interest in the Far East is not as good as it should be.I'm

sorry for that !Have all I can do to keep things going with life.We are in our late 70's and on SS...

I have always been a fan of the Joshua series for years.Unfortunately, this latest book was to say

the least, painful to read. No flow, no miracles, no inspiration.I made it about 30 pages into the book

and gave up on it.A real stink bomb!!

Did not like this book as much as I liked the others that I have read. To many characters to keep up

with. Hard to put down for any period of time and then come back and remember what you were

reading about.

Much needed wisdom for todays very troubled world set in an interesting moving novel.

This book was amazing! I wish it never ended, we could all use a little forgiveness and give a little

too.Trust in God's love and forgiveness and never lose hope.He has good plans for our lives if we

just follow Jesus's example of love!
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